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REFLECT/RENEW/RESOLVE
As we close out the year of 2013 and move into the New Year, 2014, let us all apply the three R's of planning;
Reflection, Renewal, and Resolve.

Let me recommend that we reflect back on the past to see if we met our goals and are satisfied with where we
are at as it relates to career, family and life in general.

From there we will best know how to renew our thinking and actions for 2014. Remember, if we keep doing the
same things we will get the same results. What can we do to get different results if we are dissatisfied with how
2013 ended?

Then last, but certainly not least, is the resolve phase. If we reflect long and hard and if we have set or
adjusted our goals then that will give strength to the resolve we need to take action and implement our New
Year Plan. Be mindful that we are allowed to adjust as we go in case any stumbling blocks pop up.

You may say that you already have a 5 year or 10 year plan and that you don't live year to year. OK, your
three R's program maybe reflect, re-adjust, resolve. Whatever the case may be, plan your life in advance and
LIVE your plan with resolve. Failing to plan is planning to fail, don't fall in to that trap.

HAPPINESS IS WITHIN YOUR REACH!
"People are just as happy as they make up their minds to be." -- Abraham Lincoln

Happiness is not a big abstract ideal. Instead, it can be found in little everyday acts. It is about your outlook -- a
positive attitude rather than anything that must happen to you. So what can you actively do to ensure you're
happy? Here are a few really simple things:

Express appreciation for kind acts. Say thank you to a person who helps you. If you've missed the opportunity
to do so, it is
never too late. You can still write an email or call them. In the martial arts, this is called the "attitude of
gratitude."

Believe that failure is a stepping-stone. Learn from your failure, but don't give up. The most famous example of
a person persisting is Thomas Edison, who, it is said, went through 10,000 failed attempts before finally
inventing the light bulb. And here's his positive take on those 10,000 attempts: eliminating all the ways
something will not work allows you to get closer to something that will. Let's embrace his attitude.

Collaborate. What are some resolutions you find challenging to carry out? Fitness? Get a buddy and work
together. Watch out -- good habits can be infectious!

Follow your passions. Was there a time when hours went by as you read detective novels? As a teenager did
you love playing hockey? Were you a good painter? Are you musically inclined?

Do you enjoy volunteering? It is all too easy to let our pursuits fall by the wayside during the hustle and bustle
of life. But it's not worth it. In fact, following a passion or hobby can be deeply fulfilling.

DON'T MISS PARENTS NIGHT OUT!
After all the running around during the holidays, it's time to give yourself a little break. Have your child join
us for a super fantastic fun night of Karate, games, movie, and pizza!

January 25, 2012 / 6:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.
1st child $20 / 2nd child: $15 / Each additional child: $10. More information at front desk and is not
restricted to karate students.
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QUOTES TO LIVE BY
"Even if you are on the right track, you'll get run over if you just sit there!" -- Will Rogers

"I" can't do it" never yet accomplished anything; "I will try" has performed wonders." -- George P. Burnham

"Winners never quit and quitters never win." -- Anonymous.

PUZZLE TIME
Can you enter the words correctly into the grid? The letters in the
shaded boxes will spell out the name of the mystery word.

UPCOMING EVENTS
January 1
CLOSED

January 6-11
Test Week

January 13-17
P.T. Week

January 17: Graduation Schedule
5:15 pm - Little Dragons
6:15 pm - Children, Juniors, Teens, and Adults

January 18
Leadership Day:
 9:00 am - 10:00 am Little Dragons
10:00 am - 11:00 am Children
11:00 am - 12:00 pm Juniors, Teens & Adults

January 20-25
Bo Week

January 25
6:00 pm - 10:00 pm Parents Night Out.

JANUARY BIRTHDAYS
1/1 Owen Allien
1/4 Katerina Colwell
1/5 James Fields, Bryce Dy
1/7 Zachary Cardwell, Aadi Patel
1/8 Isabel Selby
1/10 Brandy Vannoy, Shawn Link, Tristan Rippetoe, David
Weiss
1/13 Samuel Wills
1/14 Shaan Patel, Dawson Swiney
1/16 Karen Stevens, Sam Delashaw, Angela Sandidge
1/17 Miranda Mistreta
1/19 Keira Sewell, Maggie Lambert
1/20 Jackson Gibson, Reece Gibson
1/21 Emily Schmidt, Abigail Fawbush
1/23 Jonathan Hall, Zoe Crymes
1/26 Canyon King
1/28 Jake Ludovissie
1/31 Jim McMahon
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